A novel photonumeric hand grading scale for hand rejuvenation
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Background Few scales are currently available to evaluate changes in hand volume. We aimed to develop a hand grading scale for quantitative assessments of dorsal hand volume with additional consideration of changes in skin texture; to validate and prove the precision and reproducibility of the new scale; and to demonstrate the presence of clinically significant differences between grades on the scale.

Methods Five experienced plastic surgeons developed the Hand Volume Rating Scale (HVRS) and rated 91 images. Another five plastic surgeons validated the scale using 50 randomly selected images. Intra- and inter-rater agreement was calculated using the weighted kappa statistic and intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs). Paired images were also evaluated to verify whether the scale reflected clinical differences.

Results The intra-rater agreement was 0.95 (95% confidence interval, 0.922–0.974). The inter-rater ICCs were excellent (first rating, 0.94; second rating, 0.94). Image pairs that differed by 1, 2, and 3 grades were considered to contain clinically relevant differences in 80%, 100%, and 100% of cases, respectively, while 84% of image pairs of the same grade were found not to show clinically relevant differences. This confirmed that the scale of the HVRS corresponded to clinically relevant distinctions.

Conclusions The scale was proven to be precise, reproducible, and reflective of clinical differences.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, increased interest has emerged in hand rejuvenation to obtain a more youthful appearance. Treatments using hyaluronic acid filler, calcium hydroxyapatite filler, poly-L-lactic acid filler, or botulinum toxin have become widely used for the recovery of hand volume and hand rejuvenation, and scales for objectively evaluating the improvements yielded by such techniques are being developed.

Carruthers et al. [1,2] and Jones et al. [3] developed grading...
scales for evaluating hand volume changes; however, those scales were primarily developed based on the hands of individuals with Fitzpatrick skin type II, implying that they are mainly applicable to Caucasians, and focused on defining hand volume changes. To evaluate the recovery of hand volume and the outcomes of hand rejuvenation procedures, a new rating scale is needed that would evaluate the quantity of hand volume and specifically consider changes in skin texture due to hand volume changes. Such a scale could be used for clinical guidelines, and would enable a standard and objective evaluation of clinical trial outcomes.

First, we planned to develop a 5-grade photonumeric scale assessing the volume of the dorsal hand and to establish a validation process to demonstrate the precision and reproducibility of the new scale. Second, we aimed to demonstrate the clinical significance of differences between grades on the scale. Finally, according to the protocol, a new hand grading scale composed of photographs representing each grade and text descriptions explaining each grade was developed and validated.

METHODS

Study design
A total of 164 subjects met the inclusion criteria (age, ≥ 20 years; race, Asian [Korean]). In addition, the subjects’ right hands did not have any severe scars, wounds, tattoos, or excessive hair that could potentially influence the score on the grading scale. All photographs were obtained under the same settings (camera type, Canon EOS 700D, Tokyo, Japan; lens type, EF 50 mm f/1.8; distance from lens to object, 91 cm; shutter speed, 1/125; aperture, F14; ISO, 100; light: Poton-150).

The protocol of this study was approved by the ethics committee of Soonchunhyang University Bucheon Hospital (IRB No. 2019-05-012-002). Subjects were provided with an explanation of this study, and they gave written consent for use of their photographs.

Scale development
The new hand grading scale, the Hand Volume Rating Scale (HVRS), is a 5-grade photonumeric rating scale for objectively evaluating hand volume changes in Asians. Five experienced plastic surgeons (JHL, ESP, JSK, MSK, and HYO) were included in the scale development group. The dorsal portion of the hand was defined as the area from the metacarpophalangeal joints to 1 cm distal to the wrist based on the definition of Canfield [3]. The text descriptions of each grade are as follows: 0 (absent), no soft tissue loss, no visible or only superficially visible veins, and no visible tendons; 1 (minimal), minimal soft tissue loss, slightly prominent veins, and no or barely visible tendons; 2 (moderate), moderate soft tissue loss, prominent veins, and markedly visible tendons; 3 (moderately severe), moderately severe soft tissue loss, very prominent veins, substantially protruding tendons (most tendons are visible), and rough skin (the presence of fine wrinkles) (all of the aforementioned conditions are required for grade 3); and 4 (severe), severe soft tissue loss, pronouncedly prominent veins, extremely protruding tendons (all tendons are visible), and severely rough skin with severe dermal atrophy (severe presence of fine wrinkles) (all of the aforementioned conditions are required for grade 4). Visible veins are usually located in the intermediate fatty lamina and the dorsal intermediate lamina. Deep to this layer, the dorsal deep lamina contains the extensor tendons. Finally, the dorsal interosseous muscles and metacarpal bones are covered by the dorsal deep fascia [4]. Loss of subcutaneous tissue within each lamina and muscle atrophy cause several of the features of hand volume loss, such as protruding veins, protruding tendons, and skin redundancy. Thus, the descriptions of the lower grades include superficial changes in terms of veins, tendons, and skin texture.

Based on the pre-defined image exclusion criteria, such as incorrect posture, incorrect photograph settings, and hands with scarring or skin disease, 91 images in total were selected and included in the photographic database after excluding inappropriate images from 73 subjects. After assessing the grades of each image, the scale development group selected two representative images for each grade that corresponded closely to the text description. Using one of the representative images of grade 2 as a base image, an external graphic designer drew morphed images to match the descriptions for each grade; these images were reviewed by the scale development group. The text description, the morphed image describing each grade, and two representative real images were produced to facilitate accurate user comprehension (Fig. 1).

Training
The scale validation group, which was responsible for rating images to validate the scale, included five other plastic surgeons. Each rater in this group underwent a training process before the validation process. For training, both a training booklet including four images per grade, which were selected from the photographic database, and the aforementioned two representative images for each grade were used. Each rater completed face-to-face training with a member of the scale development group and finished individual self-training with the training booklet. To confirm that the training had been successfully completed, each rater had to pass an individual training test before rating the images for validation of the scale.
Fig. 1. The Hand Volume Rating Scale

**Grade 0: Absent**
- No soft tissue loss
- No visible or only superficially visible veins
- No visible tendons

**Grade 1: Minimal**
- Minimal soft tissue loss
- Slightly prominent veins
- No or barely visible tendons

**Grade 2: Moderate**
- Moderate soft tissue loss
- Prominent veins
- Markedly visible tendons

**Grade 3: Moderately severe**
- Moderately severe soft tissue loss
- Very prominent veins
- Substantially protruding tendons (most tendons are visible)
- Rough skin (present fine wrinkles)

**Grade 4: Severe**
- Severe soft tissue loss
- Pronouncedly prominent veins
- Extremely protruding tendons (all tendons are visible)
- Severely rough skin with severe dermal atrophy (severely present fine wrinkles)
Scale validation

After the training booklet was created and representative images were selected, 50 other images were randomly selected for the validation booklet from the photographic database, with an equal distribution of all grades, using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). Using Bonett’s method [5] for estimating inter-class correlations with the desired precision, it was determined that a sample size of 50 images would be needed to achieve a 95% confidence interval (CI) with a width of 0.2 with five raters. All raters independently performed evaluations of the 50 randomly ordered and blinded images twice. There was at least a 1-week interval between the first and second evaluations.

To determine intra-rater agreement, each rater’s data were assessed by the mean weighted kappa statistic and a corresponding 95% CI calculated using the bootstrapping method. The weighted kappa for each rater was measured using Fleiss-Cohen weighting [6]. The weighted kappa values were interpreted as follows: lower than 0.0, poor agreement; 0.0–0.20, slight agreement; 0.21–0.40, fair agreement; 0.41–0.60, moderate agreement; 0.61–0.80, substantial agreement; and higher than 0.80, almost perfect agreement [7]. For each evaluation, the inter-class correlation coefficient (ICC) from a two-way mixed effect model, including the rater as a random effect, was calculated according to the Shrout and Fleiss model [8] to assess inter-rater agreement. A 95% CI for each ICC was calculated using the bootstrapping method. The ICC calculated for the second evaluation was considered the primary endpoint of inter-rater agreement, with an ICC lower than 0.40 indicating poor agreement, 0.40–0.60 indicating fair agreement, 0.60–0.75 indicating good agreement, and higher than 0.75 indicating excellent agreement [9]. Therefore, the acceptance criteria for validating this scale as reliable and meaningful were a mean weighted kappa higher than 0.6 and an ICC higher than 0.7 for the second evaluation. For all statistical analyses, SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute) was used.

To verify whether differences in the grades were clinically significant, paired images were evaluated after assessments of intra-rater and inter-rater agreement. Pairs of photos from the validation booklet were generated, comprising a total of 32 pairs (10 pairs of the same grade, 12 pairs with a 1-grade difference, 6 pairs with a 2-grade difference, and 4 pairs with a 3-grade difference). Raters answered “yes” or “no” according to their judgment as to whether there was a clinically relevant difference between the paired photos. Then, the proportions of “yes” and “no” responses for each grade difference were calculated. A proportion of “yes” responses exceeding 80% for image pairs with differences of 1, 2, or 3 grades was established as clinically meaningful. In contrast, for the image pairs of the same grade, a proportion of “no” responses exceeding 80% was utilized as the threshold for an absence of clinically meaningful differences between those images.

RESULTS

The demographic characteristics of the subjects whose photographs were included in the final scale validation set are shown in Table 1.

The intra-rater agreement assessment showed high consistency within raters, as demonstrated by high weighted kappa scores ranging from 0.91 to 0.98. The mean weighted kappa was 0.95 (95% CI, 0.922–0.974), indicating almost perfect agreement (Table 2). The inter-rater agreement analysis for validation was also meaningful, with an ICC of 0.94 for both the first and second evaluations (Table 3). The aforementioned results satisfied the pre-defined acceptance criteria.

For image pairs with differences of 1, 2, and 3 grades, the proportions of responses indicating that there was a clinically meaningful difference were 80%, 100%, and 100%, respectively.
confirming that differences $\geq 1$ on the HVRS were clinically significant. In contrast, 84% of responses indicated that there was no clinically relevant difference between image pairs of the same grade, meaning that the differences between those images were not clinically significant (Table 4).

**DISCUSSION**

Few validated scales are presently used for assessing changes in hand volume. Carruthers et al. [1,2] proposed a novel 5-point photonumeric scale for objective quantification of the severity of hand aging. Their scale considered the degree of fatty tissue loss and the visibility of veins and tendons as critical factors in the rating. Morphed images and one untouched validated image of hands for each grade were attached to the grading scale.

Jones et al. [3] reported a new hand grading scale, the Allergan Hand Volume Deficit Scale, for similar purposes. The description of this hand grading scale includes information about tendons and veins. To minimize subjective expressions, the description of the scale selected the words “protruding” or “prominent,” rather than “mild” or “moderate.” The Allergan Hand Volume Deficit Scale showed high inter-rater and intra-rater agreement among physicians. However, neither of those scales included a description of skin texture, which is one of the most remarkable features of the aging process. The HVRS proposed in this study includes the words “rough skin” and “severely rough skin with severe dermal atrophy” for grades 3 and 4, respectively, to clarify the differences between grades.

In this study, a validation process was conducted for the HVRS that was similar those previously used for other scales, demonstrating almost perfect intra-rater and inter-rater agreement for the HVRS. The mean intra-rater weighted kappa of the five raters was 0.95, and the ICC between raters was 0.94. These values are higher than those reported by Carruthers et al. [1,2] and Jones et al. [3]. The high kappa value indicates that the HVRS can be used consistently by the same rater at different times for evaluating hand volume changes, while the high ICC demonstrates that the HVRS can be used consistently by different raters at different times for hand evaluation. In addition, a 1-grade difference was shown to reflect clinically significant differences in the appearance of the dorsal hands. Therefore, the validation process conducted herein demonstrated that the 5-point photonumeric HVRS can be considered a reliable method for classifying the volume of the dorsal hands in clinical studies.

The detailed text descriptions of the HVRS account for both changes in volume and differences in skin texture due to hand volume changes, which may be one of the most important factors that contributed to the high intra-rater and inter-rater agreement. The scale development group strived to avoid subjective and uniform expressions, and instead selected words that represented specific features of each grade. Both the loss of soft tissue and the status of veins and tendons were described in detail to clarify the clinical differences between grades. A grade of 0 on the HVRS means that the ideal dorsal hand has no visible soft tissue loss, fine wrinkles, veins, or tendons, which is the goal of fillers or botulinum toxin treatment. In addition, the descriptions of grades 3 and 4 included expressions describing skin texture characteristics caused by hand volume changes, such as “fine wrinkles” and “severe dermal atrophy.” These characteristics make the HVRS specific, because it can be used to assess hand volume changes in Asians and accurately reflects changes in hand volume. Therefore, the HVRS should be considered as the most suitable available option for evaluating the effects of hand rejuvenation after treatment with fillers or botulinum toxin.

Although this study showed sufficiently meaningful results, it has some limitations regarding the use of this scale alone for evaluating hand changes due to aging. Our descriptions only deal with soft tissue, veins, tendons, and skin texture. Younger and more attractive hands have supple skin and soft tissue with no wrinkles. In contrast, aging hands have more prevalent wrinkles, thin skin, age spots, prominent veins, more visible tendons, and bony deformities [10]. Age spots are one of the most important factors associated with age, and Jakubietz et al. [11] showed a strong and positive correlation between age and the number of age spots. A description of age spots can be helpful for evaluating aging hands. Furthermore, the hand aging process includes motion effects and skin aging, as well as volume loss and its sequelae [11]. Therefore, a more comprehensive approach that considers other features of aging hands is required for a comprehensive objective evaluation of aging hands. As a special case, many athletic people have numerous veins and well-developed tendons regardless of their age and hand volume. Thus, the hands of such individuals may be difficult to evaluate using the HVRS. In addition, all subjects who participated in this study were Asians; therefore, we could not consider various Fitzpatrick skin types. In the future, the HVRS should be applied to other Fitzpatrick skin types to validate this scale as a more globally accepted parameter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade difference</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Percent (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>84.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The almost perfect intra-rater weighted kappa scores of the five raters and the very high ICCs between raters confirmed that the HVRS is a reliable grading scale for assessing hand volume changes in Asians. In addition, because a 1-point score difference reflected clinically significant differences in hand volume, the HVRS is expected to play a useful role in clinical studies.
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